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Tampa's Multi-Purposed Waterway: An
Environmental History of the Hillsborough
River, 1950-1980
by Brad Massey
"Of the four major rivers that empty into the waters of
Tampa Bay, the Hillsborough rates top marks as a river of
contrasts ... septic pollution seeps into the black river water
within yards of sparking spring flows." Archie Blount,
Tampa Times, 1980. 1

H

illsborough River State Park rangers Mike Evans and
Brian Polk could not bear it anymore. For three weeks
in February of 1981 they watched hundreds of dead fish
float underneath the live oak-canopied Hillsborough River waters
of their wilderness park, their bloated carcasses bobbing in the
water and putrefying the air. Now, determined to find the cause of
the slaughter, they boarded a canoe and paddled into Blackwater
Creek, a Hillsborough River tributary. They did not make it far.
"It smelled so bad we had to turn around and go back out,"
Evans said. Polk likened the creek to a sewer. After examining the
kill, environmental biologist Rick Wilkins described the creek as
being green, vile, and "absolutely septic." He argued that the event
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Archie Blount, "The Hillsborough: A Study in Meandering Contrasts," Tampa
Times, April 7, 1980.
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was "worse than when the city of Tampa was overflowing raw sewage into the river in 1979." ~
The primary culprits, it was discovered, were a commercial
dairy and two citrus processing facilities that were dumping waste
into Itchepackesassa Creek, which emptied into Blackwater Creek.
Far from being an isolated incident, this event was the latest in a
series of pollution episodes that had defiled Tampa's Hillsborough
River and its tributaries since 1950.
The Hillsborough was a multi-purposed river of contrasts in
the decades after World War II. The river's upper sections snaked
through wilderness areas of central Florida. These stretches were a
naturalist paradise for Sierra Club canoeing expeditions and other
outdoors groups seeking unsullied wilderness splendor. Yet the
river's waters and tributaries abutted agricultural lands, and these
areas' pollutants sullied the very water the canoes drifted over with
manure-laced runoff. Downstream, the river's middle section was
flanked by thousands of suburban homes and their requisite seawalls, roadway intersections, and leaky septic tanks. The middle
river was also home to Tampa's water treatment facility, which daily
sucked up and processed tens of thousands of gallons of water to
satiate the thirst of a growing city. Finally, the lower river flowed
through downtown Tampa, past rail yards, high rise buildings, and
the University of Tampa, before emptying into the upper Tampa
Bay, one of the state's most polluted bodies of water from 1950 to
1980. The river was Tampa's primary drinking water source, an
industrial dumping ground, a suburban sewage receptacle, and a
wilderness refuge for kayakers.
This river history examines how greater Tampa's extensive and
unrestrained postwar growth impacted ecological health of and the
human interaction with the Hillsborough River. This article builds
on the work of Adam Rome and Samuel Hays, who have described
the connections between postwar suburban growth and America's
environmental movements. It reinforces Rome's assertion that the
environmental concerns of U.S. citizens, businesses, and policymakers were shaped by the proliferation of suburban tract homes
after World War II, and the ecological and aesthetic damage their

2

Sylvia Wright, "Firms Cited for Dumping; Fish Die in Hillsborough," Tampa Tribune, undated clipping, but February 1981, John F. Germany vertical clipping
file.
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construction and maintenance inflicted on the American suburb
dream. 3
This was the case in Tampa. After World War II Tampa's population boomed, and Hillsborough River water, which suburbanites
drank daily and some even lived next to, was polluted by suburban runoff and sewage. This pollution threatened the quality of
life of Tampa's suburban residents and motivated them to become
environmental champions. In short, Tampa's tremendous postwar
growth, and its accompanying pollution, bred environmentalism.
Yet these environmentalists were unable to stop new developments
because a critical mass of powerful local politicians and developers were committed to growth despite the increasing pollution
menance.
Over the last few decades, historians have examined the polluting of the Everglades, the ill-fated Cross Florida Barge Canal,
women's environmental activism, the Gulf of Mexico, and other
environmental topics. 1 But the Hillsborough River's history, aside
from Thom Foley's article on the Tampa Bypass Canal, has largely
remained unexamined. 5 Thus this article builds on existing environmental histories, and also tells a new story of a waterway most
postwar Tampa-area residents and businesses encountered every
3

4

5

Adam Rome, The Bulldozer in the Countryside: Suburban Sprawl and the Rise of
American Environmentalisn~ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 200]),
6-13; Samuel P. Hays, Beauty, Health, and Permanence: Environmental Politics in
the United States,1955-1985, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987),
91-93.
For environmental histories of post-World War II Florida see Jack E. Davis, The
Gulf: The Making of An American Sea, (New York: Liveright, 2017); Scott Hamilton Dewey, Don't Breathe the Air: Air Pollution and U.S. Environmental Politics,
1945-1970, (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2000); Leslie Kemp
Poole, Saving Florida: Women's Fight for the Environment in the Twentieth Century,
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2015); Steven Noll and David Tegeder,
Ditch of Dreams: The Cross Florida Barge Canal and the Struggle for Florida s Future,
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2009) ;Jack E. Davis, and Kari Frede1°
ickson, eds.,Making Waves: Female Activists in Twentieth-Century Florida, (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2003); Jack E. Davis, An Everglades Providence:
Marjary Stoneman Douglas and the American Envimnmental Centwy, (Athens: The
University of Georgia Press, 2009);Jack E. Davis and Raymond Arsenault, eds.
Paradise Lost? The Environmental History of Florida. Gainesville: University Press
of Florida, 2005); Michael Grunwald, The Swamp: The Everglades, Florida, and the
Polilics of Paradise, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2006); Frederick Davis, ·'Get
the facts-and then act": How Marjorie H. Carr and Florida Defenders of the
Environment Fought to Save the Ocklawaha River," Florida Historical Quarterly,
83, no. l (Summer 2004), 46-69.
Thom Foley, "The Taming of the Hillsborough River: How Tampa Gained a
Moat, Destroyed a Creek, and Forgot a River," Tampa Bay History, (2009): 1-27.
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A 1878 map of Flo,;da depicting the Hillsborough River (here spelled Hillsboro)
and the Tampa Bay the decade before the area's extensive modern development.
Note the river's many tributaries, and how itsu·etches east toward the Withlacoochee,
a river that also begins in the Green Swamp. Map Courtesy of the Touchton Map
Library at the Tampa Bay History Center, Map Number Ml438, http://luna.
tampabayhistor:ycenter.org/luna/servlet

time they built a house, turned on a faucet, sprinkled fertilizer on
their lawn, drank a Budweiser, or flushed a toilet.
The Hillsborough River originates in the Green Swamp, a
remote part of central Florida approximately fifty miles northeast
of downtown Tampa. The swamp, which receives over fifty inches
of rain each year, is home to numerous wading birds, darting tadpoles, thirsty mosquitoes, and prowling gators. It is also the genesis
of the headwaters of the Kissimmee, Peace, and other major Florida rivers, including the Hillsborough. Although most of the rains
from the torrential Florida downpours that saturate the swamp
seep into the Florida Aquifer and the Withlacoochee River, some
rainwater pools in the southern end of the swamp, creating the
barely discernable beginning of the Hillsborough River.
At this point, the Hillsborough is more akin to a sheet of slowmoving swamp water than a river. Yet from these inauspicious
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beginnings, the river flows south toward Crystal Springs, near the
Hillsborough-Pasco County line. Once emboldened by the Crystal
Springs outflow, the waterway morphs into a narrow identifiable
stream year round .
The river then snakes southward through the woodlands and
rapids of northeast Hillsborough County and Hillsborough River
State Park, and turns east and widens due to a dam built by the
Consumers Electric Light and Power Company that is now controlled by Tampa's water department. At this wide middle section,
intake pipes penetrate the river and extract water for city use.
On the other side of the dam the river narrows, and turns
south to begin its final approach to downtown Tampa. More and
more storm drains, their concrete outlets often jutting just above
the river's surface like the stretched necks of snapping turtles, abut
the river in this final section. Then, after a roughly fifty-mile journey, the rainwaters that fell in the remote Green Swamp navigate
downtown Tampa. They flow past high-rises, past the University
of Tampa, past bustling urbanites traversing the city, and into tl1e
upper Tampa Bay. 6
The Hillsborough was used for both leisure and industrial
pursuits during Florida's post-World War II development boom.
Between 1945 and 1960 Florida became home to 558 new residents
every single day, and most of these new Floridians lived in the Sunshine State's new sprawling suburban communities. The Tampa
area was an epicenter of this population boom. 7
Hillsborough County's population leapt from 249,894 in 1950
to 646,960 by 1980, and new industries and corporate relocations accompanied this migration. Approximately 800 businesses
relocated to the Tampa area between the end of World War II and
the early 1980s, and hundreds of new businesses were established. 8
6

7
8

The current dam forms a 1,300-acre reservoir holding 1.6 billion gallons of
water. For thorough descriptions of the Hillsborough's various sections, see
Kevin M. McCarthy, Hillsboro-ugh River Guidebook, (Sarasota, FL: Pineapple
Press, Inc. 2011). For information on the Green Swamp see The Southwest
Florida Water Management Disu·ict, "Green Swamp Wilderness Preserve,"
h ttps:/ / www.swfwmd.state.fl.us/ recreation/ green-swamp-wilderness-preserve,
accessed December 6, 2018; Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission , "Green Swamp WMA," http:/ / myfwc.com/ viewing/ recreation/ wmas/
cooperative/ green-swamp, accessed December 6, 2018.
Cynthia Barnett, Mirage: Florida and the Vanishing Water of the Eastern U.S. , (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2007), 23.
In the twenty-five years after 1957, the Tampa suburb Town N' Country grew by
6,104 homes. CaITollwood, Brandon, Temple Terrace, home to the new (est.
1956) University of South Florida, and other suburban areas also grew quickly.
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Schlitz Brewing, Anheuser-Busch, and other water-intensive corporations brought their operations to the city. These businesses
tapped local water sources alongside thousands of new suburban
homes. Chase Manhattan, Honeywell, Westinghouse, and Colonial
Penn also brought business operations to Hillsborough County. In
the second half of the twentieth century the Tampa region was a
growth hotspot, and a 1978 U.S. News & World Report named Tampa
one of the "star cities" of the South.9
This Godzilla-like growth came at an environmental price some
residents and politicians were reluctant to pay. Hillsborough County Commissioner and environmental champion Jan Platt labeled
the unregulated growth "barely contained chaos." 10 Sharing this
concern, a 1970 St. Petersburg Times story questioned just how much
the state's population could grow before Florida's quality oflife was
undercut. 11 Perhaps, the paper warned, Florida would become like
Los Angeles, where smog poisoned Southern Californians' lungs
and trapped school kids indoors during recess.
Nationwide, these fears were expressed by the Zero Population Growth (ZPG) movement of the 1970s. More people meant
more pollution, a greater taxing of resources, and potential widespread starvation, ZPG disciples warned. Responsible citizens, the
movement preached, should procreate in limited numbers and in
other ways protect the environment. Yet growth continued virtually
unabated, and by 1980 ten million people called Florida home. In
Tampa, this growth meant more water was drawn from, and more
pollutants were dumped into, the Hillsborough River. 12
Tampa relied on the Hillsborough River for drinking water in
the twentieth century, which was unique by Florida standards. As

9

10
11
12

Gary R. Monnino and Anthony P. Pizzo, Tampa: The Treasure City, (Tulsa,
OK: Continental Heritage Press, 1983), 183 and 187; Tom Inglis, "Demand
for Water Soars With Growth," Tampa Times, July 31, 1958; Vernon Bradford,
"Mayor Says Water Field Needs $5,000,000," Tarnpa Tribunr, August 5, 1958.
Robert Kerstein, Politics and Gmwth in Twentieth-Century Tampa, (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2001), 157-158; Population statistics from the U.S.
Census Bureau. For a popular synopsis of Tampa's postwar growth see John
Naisbitt, Megatrends: Ten New Directions Transforming Our Lives, (New York: Warner Books, 1982), 219, 228-229.
Platt quote taken from Mormino and Pizzo, Tampa the Treasure City, 190.
Charles Patrick, "How Much Can Florida Grow?" St. Petersburg Times, November 22, 1970.
For an example of the postwar concern about global overpopulation see
Paul Ehrlich, The Population Bornb, (New York: Ballantine Books, 1971); Gary
Mormino, Land of Sunshine, State of Dreams: A Social History of Modem Florida,
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2005), 13, 62-64.
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Tampa's population swelled in the early 1900s, thanks largely to
the booming cigar industry, high salinity levels and other issues
with Tampa-area well water threatened to thwart the city's growth.
Tampa water department officials therefore were forced to search
for more reliable and sustainable water sources, and they ultimately decided to tap the Hillsborough in the l 920s. 13
Most Florida cities pumped water from the aquife1~ so using
a surface source was atypical. But in Tampa's case it worked, especially during the postwar boom, as long as water officials were willing to periodically reengineer the intake. "There is a steady upward
trend in the demand for water," LJ. Cobb, the Tampa water department's superintendent, told a Tampa Times reporter in 1958. In
response, city water department officials lowered the Hillsborough River treatment plant's intake so that it could draw up more
water. 14 Unlike neighboring Pinellas County, which faced a water
shortage by the 1960s, Tampa'simmediatewaterfuturewassecure. 15
Yet drawing water from the Hillsborough River was a doubleedged sword. On the upside, Tampa water officials did not have
to pump water from the aquifer, and the Hillsborough, which was
fed by a combination of the rain that fell in the Green Swamp,
the Crystal Springs outflow, and other sources, generally provided
more than enough water to meet the city's needs. On the downside,
13

14

15

In the 1970s only 14 percent of Florida's public water was taken from surface
sources. The majority of this surface water was siphoned from the Hillsborough. Edward A. Fernald and Donald J. Patton, eds., Water Resowres Atlas of
Flurida, (Tallahassee: Florida State University, 1984), 66.
For a look at the environmental impact and water demands of the ubiquitous
postwar suburban lawn see Ted Steinberg, American Green: The Obsessive Quest
Jar the Perfect Lawn, (New York: W.W. No non, Inc. 2006), 4, 27, 59; Kerstein, Politics and Growth in Twentieth-Century Tampa, 108-112, 153; U.S. Census Bureau
Population and Housing; "Fact Sheet, History of the City of Tampa Water
Deparunent," City of Tampa, http: //www.tampagov.net/sites/default/files/
water/ files/ fact_sheet_twd_history.pdf, accessed January 13, 2016; "Drinking Up the River-Tampa Looks to the Day When City Must Find New Water
Supply," Tampa Sunday Tribune, April 26, 1953; Vernon Bradford, "Mayor Says
Water Field Needs $5,000,000," Tampa Tribune, August 5, 1958; Vernon Bradford, "River and Well Field Bless Tampa With More Than Adequate Water Supply," Tani/1a Tribune, February 14, 1961.
After World War II, the so-called "water wars" between Pinellas, northwest Hillsborough, and Pasco counties influenced local water policy. Tampa's use of the
Hillsborough River, however, made it a bit player in the pumping controversy,
although the city was ultimately incorporated into the water management district. For more on the water wars see Honey Rand, Water Wars: A Story of People,
Politics and Power, (Philadelphia, PA: Xlibris Corp, 2003). For a concise look see
Cynthia Barnett, Mirage: Florida and the Vanishing Water of the Eastern U.S., (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2007), 106-111; Lucy War Morgan, "The
Water Crisis: 50 Years in the Making," St. Petersburg Times, September 16, 1973.
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the river's surface water was exposed to various pollutants and thus
required extensive treatment in order to make it potable. Tampa's
water department had to chlorinate, coagulate, filtrate, flocculate ,
control for pH, and stabilize Hillsborough water. The agency also
had to treat for taste, odor, and algae to meet governmental quality
standards. In comparison, Tallahassee needed only to chlorinate
its water and Jacksonville, Orlando, St. Petersburg, and Clearwater
only had to chlorinate and aerate ground water. 16
The Hillsborough was also tapped for recreational purposes.
The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) built Hillsborough River
State Park on an upper section of the river in the 1930s. CCC
workers tore out existing vegetation and in some sections made
the space "closer to a large garden" than a wilden1ess preserve,
according to one park historian. Through this engineering, and
the installation of cabins, parking spaces, picnic tables, and floating swim platforms, the area was made accessible to the public,
and thousands came to the park annually. Upstream from where
the city extracted thousands of gallons of water for treatment and
distribution every day, campers swam, spotted white ibises, gingerly
paddled canoes away from stalking gators, and caught bream on
cane poles.17
Along with using the river for drinking water and recreational
pursuits, government officials "tamed" the Hillsborough, at the
behest of suburban residents and the growth agenda, in order to
control flooding. Before 1960, the Hillsborough periodically flooded, inundating homes and displacing residents, particularly in Tampa's northern suburbs near Lake Magdalene. Between 1921 and
1959, the river overflowed its banks eight times, damaging property and killing residents caught in its natural flood zone. Tropical storms and central Florida's infamous deluging summer rains
usually caused the torrential episodes, which homeowners and businesses said threatened their properties, land values, and operations.
But it was Hurricane Donna's floodwaters and storm surge,
which inundated downtown Tampa and suburban Temple Terrace in 1960, that sparked a call for action that ultimately led to
an enormous infrastructure project that controlled river flooding. After the 1960 hurricane, the Florida Legislature created the
Southwest Florida Water Management District (popularly known
16
17

Fernald and Patton, Water Resources Atlas ofFlorida, 109-110.
Dave Nelson, "' Improving' Paradise: The Civilian Conservation Corps and
Environmental Change in Florida," Paradise Lost?, 97-99.
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as Swiftmud), and tasked it with enacting flood controls. Swiftmud's reengineering of the Hillsborough, via a by-pass canal and
other drainage areas, and local lakes began soon thereafter, and
although it took over two decades to complete Tampa's new flood
prevention infrastructure, after 1960 the era of devastating Hillsborough River floods was over. This primed former flood zone
areas around the river for new development and growth. 18
These engineering endeavors headed off potential water shortages and flooding, both of which were impediments to growth. Yet
they failed to thwart another insidious problem: rapidly increasing
pollution levels in Tampa Bay waters.
The area's new industries and suburban sprawl sullied the
waters of the Hillsborough and the upper Tampa Bay after World
War II, largely thanks to inadequate sewage infrastructure. In the
1940s and 1950s, the city of Tampa modernized its sewage system
to a limited extent, but not enough to meet the ever-increasing
demands placed on it by the growth economy. Thus, as Alan Bliss
has noted, the postwar population explosion quickly outgrew Tampa's first "coherent wastewater treatment system." Making matters
worse, many of the septic tanks developers installed in the mushrooming suburbs leaked into the Tampa-area watershed. 19 In 1957
the Tampa Tribune reported that Tampa water department officials
and the Hillsborough County Health Department already "viewed
with alarm the threat of local sewage to the Hillsborough River." 20
Although local officials sounded the alarm, pollution levels
in the Hillsborough and connected upper Tampa Bay increased
throughout the 1960s and early 1970s. This elicited a cascade of
residents, newspaper reporters, scientists, and politicians to bemoan Tampa's sullied waters. 21 Florida Speaker of the House Ter18
19

20
21

Foley, "The Taming of the Hillsborough River," 3, 6, 9-10; Fernald and Patton,
Water Resou1us Atlas of Florida, 184.
Adam Rome argues that after World War II, "like the automobile and the highway, the septic tank was a key element in the suburbanization of the United States," because they made more land available for development. Rome,
Bulldozer in the Countryside, 87. In 1947 the city acquired the land where the
Hookers Point sewage treatment facility was later built. The Army Corps of
Engineers expanded the Hooker's point site via its channel dredging operations. The Corps used the dredged muck to create dry land for the plant and
its pipelines. For a description see Alan Bliss, "Making a Sunbelt Place: Tampa,
Florida," 192~1964, (phd diss.,University of Florida, 2010) , 220-227.
Paul MacAlester, "Sewers for New Areas-Two Plans, Both Costly, Are Offered
to Protect Tan1pa's Drinking Water," Tampa Tribune, December 23, 1957.
Tony Schiappa, "Outlook for Bay Dam Said Dim," Tampa Tiws, February 11,
1960; Doyle Harvill, "Bay Exudes $250,000 Stench," Tampa Times, May 10,
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Aerial view of the Hillsborough River's mouth in 1956. The mouth of the river
was extensively urbanized and industrialized after World War II, in contrast to
the river's upper stretches. Courtesy of State Archives of Florida, Flo1ida Memory
Photographic Collection, General Reference Collection, Image# RC20679.

rell Sessums expressed his concern in a 1973 letter to Guy Spicola,
the chairman of the Florida Environmental Committee. Sessums
wrote that the "water quality of Tampa Bay, including Hillsborough
Bay, needs to be substantially improved as quickly as possible." If

1965; "Seafood From Grass," Tampa Tribune, August 8, 1965; Tom Inglis, "Pollution of Bay Rapped," Tampa Times, March 13, 1968; Holmes Alexander, "It's
Not Quite Too Late to Save Tampa Bay," Tampa Tribune, November 16, 1969;
John Gullett, "Tragedy of the Estuary, Vanishing Wetland Means Loss of Fish,"
Tampa Tribune, November 14, 1965; John Dye, "Way Sought to Save Upper
Bay," Tampa Times, November 28, 1967; Bill Purvis, "Our Bay Isn 't Dead Yet,
But... " Tampa 7hbune, November 14, 1968; Jan Morris, "Hillsborough Students Go All Out for Earth Day," Tampa Times, April 22, 1970; Frank Bentayou,
"Environmental Studies Slated," Tampa Tribune, October 15, 1973; "Helping
Hand for Environmental Health," Tampa Tribune, May 13, 1973; Abby Kaighin,
"Ecologists study Tampa Priorities," Tampa Times, October 19, 1972; "Ecology
Unit Voted," Tampa Times, August 23, 1972; Dane Sumberg, "Bayshore study
finds four solutions," Tampa Times, August 15, 1974; Dale Wilson, "On Old
Bayshore Blvd. it's Stinko Time Again," Tampa Times, May 3, I975;Joe Collum,
"Mirex Confrontation Only Latest in Long Local Environmental War," Tampa
Times, May 12, 1977.
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action was not taken, he argued, the bay would "continue to be a
highly polluted open sewer." 22
The pollution problem that Sessums lamented was particularly acute in the shallow waters near where the Hillsborough River
emptied into upper Tampa Bay. Here, wastewater discharged from
Tampa's sewage treatment facility, southeast of downtown, mixed
with polluted river water, killing sea grass and marine life. This
toxic blend both fouled the water and stunk up the air.
For example, during the summer months the stench along
Tampa's famous Bayshore Boulevard and around Davis Islands was
so wretched that residents and tourists avoided the area, and MacDill Air Force Base's perimeter guards were regularly rotated in
order to provide their nostrils relief from the putrid stench. 23
Tampa-area water was particularly nasty in 1969 and 1970. During this period, three major pollution events, one that poisoned a
local lake, another that sullied the Hillsborough, and yet another
that dumped thousands of gallons of oil into Tampa Bay, alerted
residents to the prevalent threat of water pollution. The first event
occurred in February of 1969 when five companies-including
a shrimp and three citrus processing plants-and the Plant City
wastewater department dumped inadequately treated waste into
Pemberton Creek, the main tributary of Lake Thonotosassa. This
dumping sparked a cataclysmic fish kill. 24
Just forty-eight hours after the dumping, an estimated 80 percent of the lake's fish died, and scientists anticipated a 100 percent
kill event. The owners of Pete and Louise's Fish Camp, situated
on the lake's bank, gazed out at the floating fish, tried to ignore
the stench, and told reporters they planned to close the camp. "I
22

23

24

Memorandum From Terrell Sessums to Guy Spicola, November 13, 1973,
Regarding Water Quality Standards in Tampa Bay, Box 14, Folder: Environmental Protection, Terrell Sessums Papers at the University of South Florida
Special Collections (hereafter cited as USFSC-TSP), Tampa, Florida.
MacDill Air Force Base was, and is, in south Tampa approximately six miles
from downtown and the mouth of the Hillsborough. Folder: Gibbons Tampa
Bay Odor, "Gibbons Say Action Pledged on Bay Odor," Tampa Tribune and
"Report on Preliminary Investigation: Hillsborough Bay Technical Assistance
Project, October-November 1966"Sam Gibbons Papers, Box Number 1971 #I,
USFSC. Also see "Report on Reconnaissance of Odor Problem on Hillsbo1~
ough Bay Flo,;da," US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Technical Services Branch, August 1965. "Stench Over Hillsborough Bay," Tampa
Tirnes, May 5, 1970; "Cran1er Asks U.S. Meeting on PoJlution in Area Bays," St.
Petersburg Times, February 7, 1970.
"Report of Fishkill Lake Thonotosassajanuary 27, 1969," Hillsborough County
Pollution Conu·ol Commission Study, February 28, 1969, 1-5, 29-34.
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just don't know what I'm going to do ... go back to driving a semitruck I guess. We can't make it here with no fish," said owner Pete
Brandigon. 25 Hillsborough County officials worried that the pollution would leech into the Hillsborough River, which was connected
to the lake via Flint Creek, and taint Tampa's water supply. 26 Fortunately for residents this contamination was averted, but a later
nationwide pollution study ranked the Lake Thonotosassa episode
the number-one fish kill of 1969. 27
Three months later a fatal truck crash spilled 6,200 gallons of
oil in the river. Tampa firemen at the scene washed the pooling
oil down into storm sewers, which drained into the Hillsborough.
The river's current rapidly spread the oil, and local pollution control officials ultimately deemed cleanup efforts unsatisfactory. The
heavy crude stuck to boat hulls and seawalls, and killed fish.
Finally, in February of 1970, the oil tanker Delian Apollon ran
aground and spilled 20,000 gallons of heavy crude into Tampa Bay.
Critics blamed the oil industry, but Tom Inglis of the Tampa Times
pointed out that "the petroleum trade will increase as the population of the bay increases-and so will the hazard." 28 This event
capped off a twelve-month industrial pollution trifecta that was
sparked by area growth. 29
Other Florida waterways were also polluted in the 1960s and
1970s, and environmentalists throughout the state rallied to the
cause of a cleaner future. Florida pollution control chief Nathaniel
Reed argued that the state must invest in infrastructure improvements to protect the environment: "The federal aid is not coming, and we're falling behind. We can't wait." Reid Bigges, the vice
chairman of Duval County's pollution control board, was apocalyptic about Florida's pollution problem: "No country in history
has destroyed its waters at a rate comparable to the United States.
There is not a single unpolluted watershed left. .. Pollution is the
fifth horseman of the Apocalypse." If the nation was willing to
25

26
27
28
29

James Ryan, "Thonotosassa-The Death of a Lake," St. Petersburg Times, February 9, 1969; Archie Blount, "River Spoil Feared," Tampa Times, January 29,
1969; Tom Raum, "Lake Warning Unheeded," Tampa Times,January 29, 1969;
Tom Raum, "Disaster Hurts Fish Camp," Tampa Times,January 29, 1969.
Pemberton Creek flowed into a southern portion of the lake, and Flint Creek
connected a northern section of the lake to the Hillsborough River.
"Florida Fish Kill Leads U.S. in 1969," St. Petersburg Times,January 14, 1971.
Tom Inglis, "The Problem of Oil Spills Is One Concerning All Counties,"
Tampa Times, February 16, 1970.
Vic Morgan, "River Fouled By Oil Slick," Tampa Tribune, May 15, 1969; Vic
Morgan, "State Aid Sought for River Cleanup," Tampa Tribune, May 19, 1969.
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spend billions in Vietnam, Bigges asked, why was it failing to curtail
and cleanup pollution? 30
Local citizens and environmental groups rallied to the antipollution cause, and pressured Tampa politicians and developers
to curtail pollutants. The Hillsborough River Protective Association (HRPA), formed in 1966, was determined to clean up the garbage and fecal matter that sullied the river. Lieutenant Colonel
L.P. Kleinoeder was an organizer and driving force of the HRPA.
Kleinoeder lived next to the river, in Temple Terrace, and though
his home was flooded in 1960, he loved the Hillsborough. Kleinoeder was a keen river watcher who loathed the litter that floated
on the waterway's surface and the choking vegetation that was fed
by runoff from the suburbs and agricultural lands. "When I moved
here I thought it was the most beautiful place in the world-but it's
changed so much in the past eight years it doesn't seem like the
same place," Kleinoeder told a reporter. The polluted river was sullying his suburb dream home, and the colonel wanted something
done about it. 31
Florida Sierra Club chapters fought for river cleanup and preservation as well. The Sierra Club focused on the upper river, where
it often held canoeing and other naturalist expeditions. The club
advocated that the Green Swamp be designated an Area of Critical State Concern. The designation would protect both the swamp
and the local water supply "from uncontrolled development that
would cause substantial deterioration of such resources," the
club argued. 32 Ultimately Swiftmud agreed and in 1974, 322,000
acres were designated for preservation. The Sierra Club conducted cleanups of the upper river, and in one newsletter members
claimed they got their "bag limit" of beer cans and debris. 33 Sierra
Club Florida Conservation Chairman Richard L. Coleman and
other members also advocated, successfully, that the 17 Runs area
30
31
32
33

James Walker, "State Bond Issue Urged To Solve Pollution Woes," Tampa Tribune, September 14, 1969.
Tom Inglis, "My Friend, The River," Tampa Times, June 11, 1966; "Save the
Hillsborough River," TamfJa Times,June 13, 1966.
Areas of Critical concern were part of the "Florida Environmental Land and
Water Management Act of 1972."
"The Bulletin of the Florida Regional Groups," South East Chapter Sierra
Club, Volume 1, Number 2, March 1969 and Volume 1, Number 3, May 1969,
and Volume 2, Number 2, March 1970; "The Bulletin of the Florida Chapter of
the Sierra Club, Volwne 5, Number 10, December 1973; "The Pelican Papers,"
The Florida Chapter of the Sierra Club, Volume 6, Number 4, December 1974.
Sierra Club Florida Chapter Records, Box 7, University of Florida Smathers
Library, Special and Area Studies Collections (hereafter Sierra Club-UF).
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of the upper river, which Coleman described in a letter as where
"the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man," be
designated a protected Special Wilderness area. 34
Motivated by Tampa Bay-area pollution and nationwide Earth
Day activities, local school children and other residents followed
the Sierra Club's lead and picked up the environmental torch. In
1970 Tampa's Earth Day initiatives "ranged from cleanup activities
to anti-pollution demonstrations, like that at Carver Elementary,"
the Tampa Times reported. Environmental teach-ins were held at
K-12 public schools, the University of Tampa, and the University of
South Florida. Frank Farmer, an assistant superintendent in Hillsborough County, proclaimed that "we are in danger of destroying
our environment and something must be done." In South Tampa,
over 1000 students from Robinson High School participated in a
trash cleanup. On the first U.S. Earth Day the Tampa community
rallied to the environmental cause. 35
Save Our Bay Inc., formed in 1969, also lobbied for a cleaner
watershed. Save Our Bay fought new developments, polluters, and
environmental spoilers. For example, it asked county commissioners in 1971 to block the construction of a new subdivision, called
Florida Downs Golf and Country Club Estates, in northwest Hillsborough County. The organization said the development would
require "extensive drainage and the destruction of most trees." The
following year the group filed a lawsuit in an attempt to force Hillsborough County to fine three private sewage utilities-Sweetwater
Utility, Bay Crest Utility, and Tampa Suburban Utilities-that were
polluting Tampa Bay. Save Our Bay also lobbied against dredging
operations in Tampa Bay. 36
Save Our Bay chairman E.S. Norton, a stockbroker by trade,
got involved with the local environmental cause when he and fellow suburban Dana Shores residents requested that a new canal be
built into the Courtney Campbell Causeway. Norton wanted the culvert constructed in order to allow more tidal flow in the Old Tampa
Bay, which he hoped would carry runoff and other water-fouling
34
35

36

Letter from Sierra Club Florida Chapter Conservation Chairman Richard L.
Coleman to Mr. Carl Strohmenger,July 2, 1976, Sierra Club-UF.
Jan Morris, "Hillsborough Students Go All Out 'Earth Day'," Tampa Times,
April 22, 1970.
Jim Hartman, "Suit Asks Pollulion Unit Action Order," Tampa Tribune, March
18, 1972; "Downs halt requested," Tarnpa Times, August 18, 1971. For an example of Save Our Bay's opposition to dredging, see Dane Sumberg, "East Bay
Dredge Project Opposed," Tampa Tirnes, December 19, 1972.
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pollutants away from his neighborhood's canal homes. Like Lieutenant Colonel L.P. Kleinoeder, polluted water had spoiled their
suburban splendor, and Norton wanted it remedied. 37
The Tampa Audubon Society, the League of Women Voters,
and other environmental activists joined the Tampa-area environmental chorus. In 1973 these groups, along with Save Our Bay and
others, banded together to form the Hillsborough Environmental
Coalition (HEC). The coalition pledged to protect the "environment of Hillsborough County, disseminate information to different
environmental groups and to citizens, and to encourage and facilitate the restoration of environmentally damaged lands," according
to Sierra Club HEC delegate Jim Tucker. 38
Organized and active environmentalists had become a political force in Tampa and throughout the state by the early 1970s.
Lyman Roberts, chairman of the Florida group Conservation 70s,
estimated "there are 250,000 conservation minded votes in Florida-enough to carry any election."39
These local environmentalists were a political force , like other
U.S. environmental groups in the 1970s. The Staten Island sewage blob, the 1969 Cuyahoga River Fire, the Echo Park dam project, and other events brought water pollution to the forefront of
the nation's consciousness in the 1960s and 1970s. This led to the
passage of the 1972 Clean Water Act and environmental initiatives
across the country by the Sierra Club and other organizations. 40
The League of Women Voters and its allies successfully pressed
for the Wilson-Grizzle Act in Florida, which mandated that sewage
effluent dumped into Sarasota, Manatee, Charlotte, Pinellas, and
Hillsborough County bays and rivers be extensively treated. 4 1
37
38
39
40

41

James Walker, "ConstruCLive Consen'<ltionists," Tampa Ihbune, October 11 ,
1970.
Gil Klein , "Groups Set Coalition To Get Polluters," Tampa Tribune, April 22,
1973.
David Watson, "Pollution Havoc ... $1 Billion Cleanup Urged, Tampa Tribune,
November 13, l 969;Jim Walker, "Fine For Pollution Weighed By Conservationists' Group," Tampa Tribune, December 10, 1969.
For a concise look at events like the Cuyahoga River Fire and the subsequent
federal government anti-pollution measure see Ted Steinberg, Down to Earth,
240-241 , 248-253.
"Hillsborough County Pollution Commission: Hillsborough County Pollution Control Act and Regulations," Box 93, Folder: Air and Water Pollution,
USFSC-TSP; Florida Pollution Control Bonds, Amendment 4 (1970); Leslie
Kemp Poole, "Le t Florida Be Green: Women, Acti\'ism, and the Environmental
Century," (phd diss. , University of Florida, 2012), 246-247, 251-255, 266-267;
Hays, Beauty, H ealth, and Permanence, 78-79, 139; Ed George, "Wilson-Grizzle
Act Going Down the Drain," Sarasota Herald-1hbune, May 26, 1980.
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Tampa-area environmental groups had two important allies
involved in local governance: Roger Stewart and John Betz. Roger
Stewart was the head of the Hillsborough County Environmental
Protection Commission (EPC) in the 1970s, and was a consistent
critic of unrestrained development and the environmental havoc
it wrought. "Somebody has to be the purist in the environmental
business," Stewart said when intervi.ewed on the television show 60
Minutes. 42 Stewart-a trained zoologist-grew up on a farm, served
in the U.S. military for two decades, and fought for environmental
causes while in college. He was a true believer, who told members
of the press "hell no" when they asked if he would quit in 1972
when county commissioners were publicly considering firing him. 43
John Betz was an environmental disciple as well, who local
politicians regularly criticized. Betz was a biology professor at the
University of South Florida in the 1970s, and was renowned for
his so-called apocalyptic environmental "scare approach." Betz
was born in Philadelphia and earned a Ph.D. from St. Bonaventure University, and when he arrived in Tampa he devoted himself to improving the water quality of the area. 44 Water quality,
Betz argued, must be ensured not solely for the sake of the fish,
birds, bees, and trees, but also for the sake of humanity. He told a
Tampa Times reporter in 1973, "all of our concern over these natural systems is not for the natural systems themselves necessarily, but
that if these natural systems don't work you endanger the human
environment." 45 In his quest to protect the Tampa Bay watershed,
Betz served on the Tampa City Council's Advisory Committee on
Environment (ACE).
Despite two political operatives and mobilized local environmentalists, Tampa's water pollution problems worsened in the
1970s. This was due, in large part, to powerful Tampa-area politicians' dedication to growth. Long-time Tampa City Council person
Lloyd Copeland and area pro-growth officials argued, accurately,
that development was the area's primary economic driver. Without it, they believed the local economy would stagnate and atrophy. Copeland and pro-growth activists knew that Tampa's water
42
43
44
45

Patty Ryan and Richard Danielson, "Legendary Hillsborough Environmental
Chief Dies at 89," Tampa Bay Times, August 21, 2014.
Jim Hartman, "Is Commission Eying Firing Stewart?" Tampa Tribune, July 13,
1972.
John V. Betz, Obituary, Philly.com, December 10, 2015.
Morris Kennedy, "Microbiologist: That's John Betz," Tampa Times, February 12,
1973.
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pollution problems were severe, and they worked to engineer longterm solutions. For example, Mayor Dick Greco and the city requested funds to upgrade the sewage treatment facility. Like Save Our
Bay members, Greco and his supporters wanted a cleaner Tampa
watershed. Yet Greco, Copeland, and like-minded local politicians
and developers were unwilling to curtail growth in the short term
for the sake of the environment. They were instead committed to
ensuring the continuing economic benefits of wide-scale development, even though the area's existing sewage and water treatment
infrastructure was overloaded and spewing pollutants. 46
Inl963 the Tampa water department announced that it would
end the practice of dumping alum sludge, a gelatinous byproduct
of the water treatment process that negatively impacted local water
quality. Before the environmental initiative, the department regularly dumped alum into the river just downstream of the water
treatment facility. Local environmentalists, who had long claimed
that alum sludge poisoned the river, cheered. But ultimately, the
department defied its own decree .47
The problem was the Hillsborough's high treatment demands.
Tampa's water treatment process produced large amounts of alum
sludge, due to the river's high tannic levels and other qualities.
This, combined with the postwar population boom, caused the
department to resume periodic alum dumping in the late 1960s
and early 1970s. 48 In response, Roger Stewart fined the Tampa
water department, and suggested that additional sewer and water
hookups be halted until the treatment facility was updated.
But a moratorium on hookups, a move that could halt new
construction, was a nonstarter for Tampa developers and progrowth government officials. Hillsborough's Board of County
Commissioners (BOCC) and Tampa mayor Dick Greco blocked
Stewart's fine and quashed any ideas regarding a moratorium in
1973. "I for one don't want to stop this sort of thing [development]
because I think its progress," Greco said. 49 Greco also argued that
46
47
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For a brief overview of the power of the growth agenda in Tampa see Kerstein,
Politics and Growth in Twentieth-Century Tampa, 183-185.
Pat Allen, "2 Chemicals to Eliminate Sludge of Water Treatment," Tampa Times,
June 12, 1963; Richard Allen, "Water Plant Reverts to Dumping of Alum ,"
Tampa Tribune, May 22, 1973.
Pat Allen, "2 Chemicals to Eliminate Sludge of Water Treatment," Tampa Times,
June 12, 1963; Nelson M. Blake, Land Into Wam~Water Into Land: A History of
Water Management in Flarida, (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1989) , 224.
Mayor Greco resigned in March 1974 in order to take a job with a commercial development finn , a move that highlighted the close relationship between
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alum dumping was only an aesthetic issue. "Fish have been frolicking in it for years," he argued, saying there was no concrete proof
that alum dumping was harmful. 50 The Florida Department of
Pollution Control (FDPC) disagreed, and threatened to support
Stewart's proposed blockage of new hookups to Tampa's water and
sewer system. One FDPC official declared that the city's sewage system and its treatment facility were "severely inadequate." Stewart
agreed, and said that the "agents of the city of Tampa are in clear
and massive violation of the environmental protection act." Nonetheless, new hookups continued and no moratorium was enacted. 51
Stewart and Betz had supporters in local governance, just not
enough to block development. They thanked county commissioner Frank Neff-when he left the BOCC in 1972-for his support.
Upon leaving the commission, Neff told Stewart to "maintain your
diligence" and continue the environmental fight. But Neff was in
the minority in the 1970s. In fact, Betz publicly thanked Neff for
being the sole environmental champion in many "4-1 [county commission] votes." Some other local politicians, for example Joe Chillura, Fran Davin, and Jan Platt, supported environmental causes as
well. Yet most commissioners and city council members were unwilling to curtail short-term growth to protect the environment when
it came time to vote. The critical mass instead agreed with commissioner Ray Campo, who criticized Stewart in 1972 for catering to the
Audubon Society, Save Our Bay, University of South Florida professors (like Betz), and other environmental groups. 52
Yet even in the face of resistance, Stewart fought on and
attempted to stymie new sewage hookups and issue citations to polluters. In the final weeks of 1973, Tampa water department head
Dale Twachtmann predicted "furious battles" between Stewart and
tl1e Hillsborough County Commission. He was right. Just a few
montl1s later Stewart was fired.
Stewart's public appearances and his insistence that new developments in the Brandon area and other parts of Hillsborough

50

51
52

Tampa-area politics and the development industry. Kernstein, Politics and
Growth in Twentieth-Century Tampa, 160.
Morris Kennedy, "Pollution Citations Remain Unissued," Tampa Times, Sei:r
tember 19, 1973 (Greco and Stewart quotes). Richard Allen, "Water Plant
Reverts LO Dumping of Alum," Tampa Tribune, May 22, 1973; Pat Allen, "City
Sludge Still Flowing Into River," Tampa Tirnes,June 5, 1973.
Morris Kennedy, "DPC Threatens Hookup Ban," Tampa Times, October 4,
1973.
"Era Ends at Pollution Unit," Tamf>a TribunP, November 15, 1972; Jim Hartman, "Is Commission Eying Firing Stewart?" Tampa Tribm1e,July 13, 1972.
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County not be allowed to hookup to Tampa's water systems played
a role in his firing. Stewart testified to the Florida Pollution Control
Board (FPCB) that Tampa's sewage treatment facility was on the
verge of collapse. He also went on 60 Minutes, and in a segment
about the perils of postwar growth, argued that builders who did
not care where sewage ultimately went controlled Tampa development. By March 1974 three commissioners on the BOCC had had
enough of Stewart's "insubordination," and the commission voted
3-2 to fire him. 53
John Betz struggled as well. Just weeks before Stewart was fired,
Betz announced that the ACE would be dissolving. "It simply didn't
work," Betz told reporters, because "the majority of the council has
no particular interest in what happens to the committee." Joe Chillura was the only Tampa City Council member to attend an ACE
meeting, Betz said. And some of the non-attending members publicly criticized what they considered to be Betz's scare approach. 54
Local environmental groups rallied in support of Stewart and
Betz. 55 Sally Casper from Save Our Bay and a horde of Stewart
backers packed into the BOCC's chamber two days after Stewart
was fired. They protested his ouster, and Casper chastised Commissioner Rudy Rodriguez, who had voted to fire Stewart. "During
any future campaign we hope you will always let the voters know
53
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Bob Brink, "Twachtmann Predicts Battle Over Sewer Hookups," Tampa Tribune,
December 13, 1973; Morris Kennedy, "Banker Decries Impact of Moratorium
on hookups," Tampa Times, March 20, 1974. Rachael Bail, "Stewart 'Struck a
Nerve' So CBS Films Him Again," Tampa Bay Times, April 27, 1974; Morris
Kennedy, "Lester Charges Stewart Testimony 'Misled' County," Tampa Times,
1974; William Purvis and Wade H. Stevens, "'This System is on the Verge of
Collapse,"' Tampa Tribune, March 31, 1974.
Kathleen O'Brien, "ACE Meeting May Be Last," Tampa Tribune, March 15,
1974.
Dale Twachtmann, Tampa's top water official during this period, would later
say that although there were some individuals advocating for environmental
action in Tampa, there was little advocacy by environmental organizations and
groups in the city. I think, however, that environmentalists were more engaged
than he and others believed. Still, it is apparent that environmentalists were
not powerful enough to stop growth in the 1970s. The Fantus Company's
business-climate study, which is described and quoted in Kerstein, Politics and
Orowlh in Twentieth-Century TamjJa, 190-191, also argued "environmental zealot~
are significantly less evident and enjoy much less support than in many other
Florida communities." Dale Twachtmann on Water Management, Oral History
interview with Julian Pleasants, February 20, 2006, Podcast Recording, Samuel
Proctor Oral History Program Collection, P.K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida; Barnell, Mirage, 24-25. For a comparative look at
Jacksonville's water pollution problems witl1 the St. John's River, see James
B. Crooks, Jacksonville: The Consolidation Story, from Civil Rights lo the Jaguars,
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2004), 13-14, 67, 7tKi8.
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you may not look out for their best interest, but will take care of
your own," Casper said to the commissioner. The crowd cheered,
and supporters raised signs that read, "When is the next election?"
Environmentalists publicly encouraged Stewart to run for local
office. He did not, but Stewart did get his job back. 56
By late 1974, Stewart and Betz were both once again fighting for
a cleaner Hillsborough River and Tampa Bay. Stewart's firing was
deemed illegal. It was also bad optics for the BOCC, and the county
rehired him in August 1974. In Tampa, Betz's advisory committee
was reformed, but only grudgingly. Council member Joe Chillura
fought to revive the committee, after hearing a "warning that vast
development plans along the Hillsborough River may threaten the
water supply." Betz agreed with the assertion, and he argued that
new developments threatened the water supply, in particular the
proposed 2,000-unit River Cove development near the University
of South Florida. This and future projects might ultimately lead
to the "abandonment of the Hillsborough River as Tampa's water
supply within the next 20 years," Betz argued. Tampa City Council
Chairman Lloyd Copeland disagreed, and was reluctant to reactivate the committee, claiming that Betz's dramatic statements were
problematic. "I really just find it extremely difficult to think he
could really believe that everyone concerned with this river would
actually just stand by and watch while something happened that
would force the abandonment of it," Copeland said. Despite his
objection to Betz, the ACE was reestablished. 57
The Florida Department of Pollution Control, influenced
by Stewart's testimony, joined in Tampa's environmental chorus
in early 1974. The FDPC threatened to block new sewage hookups to Tampa's treatment facility if pollutants were not curtailed.
Local developers, many of whom were longtime critics of Stewart
and Betz, and several Tampa leaders objected. Donald A. Regar,
president of Marine Bank and Trust Co. of Tampa, said the state's
new pollution restrictions have "a tremendous financial impact on
the builder, lender, and construction industry." A city of Tampa
attorney argued that the "burden" of limiting effluent discharges,
56
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"Commission Rejects Bid for Stewart Reinstatement," Tampa Times, March
27, 1974; Harry Costello, "Local Support May Help Stewart Run For Office,"
Tampa Times, March 27, 1974.
Copeland was the acting mayor of Tampa from June 20, 1974 to October 3,
1974 due to the death of Richard L. Cheney;James Walker, "Reviving of Environment Group Sought," Tampa Tribune, December 9, 1974; James Walker,
"Ecology Group to Be Revived" Tampa Tribune, December 20, 1974.
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which the FDPC called for, was too high for the city and the area's
developers. 58
The threat of a FDPC hookup moratorium goaded city officials
to action. During the Greco mayoral administration, the city had
requested federal funds to upgrade the sewage treatment facility.
The project was approved and scheduled, but it would take years
and ultimately roughly $90 million to complete. Local officials,
pointing to the high cost of the project, were content to wait for
federal funds, if they could continue to support local growth in the
interim. But now the FDPC was threatening an immediate hookup
ban that could stall area development.
In order to ensure unhindered growth, Copeland and the
majority of Tampa politicians were willing to spend. They requested
$6 million from the city for a "crash" program to kick-start a solution to the sewage and water problems, to satiate the FDPC. The
plan included a $3 million interim plant near the Tampa airport
and one near a middle stretch of the Hillsborough. Copeland said
that the facilities were "necessary to restore public confidence in
Tampa's ability to provide sewer hookups to builders and developers" and to try and meet state requirements. The FDPC ultimately
did not ban hookups, thanks to political lobbying by developers
throughout the state, and the crash improvements were insufficient in the short term. Betz, Stewart, and environmental groups
thus continued their protests, as water pollution in Tampa swelled
from 1974 to 1980. 59
For example, in March 1975 the city's treatment plant dumped
raw sewage into the upper Tampa Bay, causing john Betz to warn,
like a broken record, that growth and development were contaminating the bay and the 71 million gallons of water taken daily
from the Hillsborough River. In response Copeland, like a broken
record, attacked Betz's scare approach. Like former mayor Greco,
even a temporary blocking of new construction was a nonstarter
for Copeland and pro-growth powerbrokers, and this pro-growth
58
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Morris Kennedy, "Banker Decries Impact of Moratorium on hookups," Tampa
Times, March 20, 1974
Morris Kennedy, "Banker Decries Impact of Moratorium on hookups," Tampa
Times, March 20, 1974; Richard Allen, "Tampa Votes $6-Million 'Crash' Sewer
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sentiment continued to dictate local politics. This was the case even
after a 1975 study revealed that there had been a twenty-two-fold
increase in bacteria levels in the Hillsborough River since 1959. 60
Yet local politicians did agree to prioritize upgrading Tampa's
drinking water system in the mid-1970s. In 1974, Tampa water
department officials revealed plans to increase production and better control alum-sludge discharges. These upgrades to the drinking water system took precedence over new sewage infrastructure
for two reasons. First, the repairs needed to improve potable water
quality and treatment capacity were much cheaper than new sewage infrastructure. A new water treatment intake, sand filtering system, and settling basin were projected to cost the city less than $10
million. 61 Second, an inadequate water supply was an immediate
threat to growth.
The drinking water treatment facility was upgraded by early
1975, and not a moment too soon. The booming Tampa area was
plagued by drought in the spring of 1975, and the Tampa Times
reported that had the treatment plant failed to construct a new
intake pipe, "the whole system would probably be sucking in nothing but dry air right now" over the Hillsborough. This would have
been a growth catastrophe. New construction, it had been demonstrated, could withstand a delay in improved sewage systems,
because builders could still hookup to the existing inadequate system or install private sewage and septic systems. But a water shortage would have stopped growth in Hillsborough County.
Tampa's sewage improvement project therefore moved much
slower than its drinking-water treatment upgrades, to the consternation of environmental champion Guy Spicola and the Hillsborough Environmental Coalition. 62 In 1974, the city temporally
dumped untreated sewage into the Hillsborough River in order to
60
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fix a maintenance issue at a wastewater lift station. In 1975, the mystery of why the Hillsborough consistently turned red on Fridays was
revealed when the county EPC discovered that a water softening
plant, located just a few miles north of downtown Tampa, was discharging potassium permanganate, an agent used to kill odors and
bacteria in water, through a floor drain and into the river. Months
later the county's EPC cited an apartment complex located just
adjacent to the city's drinking water reservoir for dumping raw sewage into the Hillsborough. 63 And in 1977, the city illegally dumped
alum sludge once again. Citing "unusually dark river water'' that
needed heavy treating, the city broke local, state, and federal law
and dumped 3 million gallons of sludge-laced water. The Tampa
water department asked the Tampa City Council to approve
$26,000 in emergency spending to avoid further dumping.
Like before, water department officials said that decaying vegetation up river increased tannic levels in the water. This forced the
department to use three times the normal amount of alum to produce water that met community and government standards. This
increase overtaxed alum sludge holding areas, ultimately forcing
the department to dump the sludge in the river. It was either dump,
or stop producing water for the area's growing population. A water
department official summed up the growth-pollution conundrum
when he told newspaper reporters "we don't have a choice. We
can't stop producing water." 64
Heavily polluted water was also found in the upper wilderness
stretches of the river the state had protected from development,
including within Hillsborough River State Park. The Hillsborough
County Health Department declared that river waters flowing
through the park were contaminated with fecal matter. So much
so in fact, tl1at in 1971 the county health deparunent banned swimming in the park. While some early blame was cast at the park's
''.jerry 1igged sewer lines," it soon became clear that the problem
lay upstream. 65 Storm runoff and pollution from local cattle farms
turned out to be the leading culprit. Making waters even worse, in
63
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An early promotional pamphlet for Hillsborough River State Park. The park was a
Great Depression-era Civilian Conservation Corps project. Note that this pamphlet
highlights the park's wilderness qualities. By the mid-l 970s, the stretches of the river
in the park were polluted and closed to swimming, causing attendance to plummet.
Pamphlet undated, but likely 1940s. Courtesy of the John F. Germany Public Library
vertical file collection, Folder: Hillsborough River.

1972 it was discovered that the Trout Creek Cattle Co. was allowing
septic tank pumping trucks to dump their waste on a track of land
it leased near the headwaters of the Hillsborough. 66
The pollution headlines temporarily undermined the park's
appeal. With swimming off-limits, tl1e park reported empty cottages and a steep drop off in visitors. "Attendance is off a lot," a
park employee said. To attract visitors, plans were soon drawn up
for a large sand bottom chlorinated "swimming lake" in the park. 67
A 1975 study showed that bacterial counts in upper sections of the
river were dangerously high, and one testing location reported
a steep increase in bacterial counts in just a few years. Blackwater Creek, a Hillsborough tributary that wound through a cattle
region, was also cited for extremely high fecal counts. 68
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The elevated pollution levels of the 1970s and steadily increasing growth coincided with a romanticizing of the upper Hillsborough 's natural qualities. Since the park's founding in 1938, the
upper stretches of the Hillsborough had been a naturalist's paradise, renowned for canoeing and wildlife watching and, until 1971,
swimming.
The Sierra Club, which held events at the park, and canoe
aficionados thought of the upper river as an anachronistic piece
of lost natural Florida, especially the 17 Runs area that was preserved. 69 Local newspapers published photos of the wilderness
wonderland, and one Tampa Tribune reporter wrote that the river's
upper stretches were "out of sight of a fast-intruding civilization ... a
wide wild slash through a tropic jungle so various and surprising
it can make you entirely forget the frantic highways and the teeming sidewalks." 70 Another Tribune reporter argued that residents
should see the "lost wild America" of the Hillsborough before it
was too late .7 1 Gloria Jahoda's River of the Golden Ibis, a popular history of the Tampa region and the Hillsborough River (published
in 1973), also chronicled the contrasts between the lower Hillsborough and the upper river. 72 Another local reporter pointed out the
contrasting qualities of the river, writing that after canoeing the
entire length of the river's upper wilderness areas his group was
saddened by the thought that after the city dam the water would
careen "toward the toilets and the washing machines vomiting
forth detergents" and various pollutants. 73 The truth was, however,
that the upper river's waters, although surrounded by a wilderness
canopy, were polluted and dangerous to human health.
As the 1980s approached, concern for the river and upper
Tampa Bay crescendoed. A 1977 environmental study confirmed
what everyone knew: Hillsborough River water quality had
declined tremendously since the 1950s. Fecal counts in the river
had increased by over 1000 percent from 1964 to 1974, and Betz
and others warned that swimmers should think twice before diving
69
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72
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into the river at any location. In regard to drinking water, higher
upstream bacteria counts meant that the city's treatment plant had
to use more alum, which scientists now warned was carcinogenic. 74
"If Tampa lost the Hillsborough River as a source of drinking water,
all growth in the county would have to cease," John Betz said yet
again in 1977. Pollution levels in the upper bay soared as well, as
the city kept dumping partially treated sewage just south of downtown, a mere few miles from the mouth of the Hillsborough. 75
But hope for the Hillsborough River and upper Tampa Bay
sprang anew as 1980 approached. In 1978, the city's long-delayed
new sewage treatment facility came partially online. When the new
$90 million Hooker's Point sewage treatment plant began operating, everyone's hopes for a less polluted future seemed possible.
The new facility was designed to dramatically increase sewage treatment capacity and efficiency.
Dale Twatchmann, Tampa water department head, declared
that the treated water would be so clean he would drink a glass
from the plant once it hit peak efficiency. "There aren't many
happy days, but this is one of them," he said. Talk of treated potable water, marine life's return to the heavily polluted upper Tampa
Bay, a cleaner Hillsborough River, and a reduction in the awful
stench that cloaked Bayshore Boulevard and Davis Islands filled
residents with hope. 76 The city's drinking water treatment facilities
were also augmented when the $13.2 million Morris Bridge Treatment Plant was opened in mid-1979. Better sewage and water facilities, it seemed, would be the anti-pollution story of 1979, but in
the summer of 1979 the system failed, poisoning the Hillsborough
River and upper Tampa Bay. 77
A wastewater lift station failure in July 1979 led to a prolonged
sewage spill that heavily polluted the Hillsborough River's middle and lower sections. A central Tampa sewage-pumping station
failed, dumping raw sewage into the river several miles north of
downtown. After a two-week long delay, the county EPC banned
74
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swimming and other recreational activities in the lower and middle
river for approximately one year.
EPC officials posted signs warning the public of the polluted
river's health hazards, and Anheuser-Busch, Pepsi, and other businesses were asked to temporarily limit their respective "peak flows,"
of water intake and sewage outflows, to minimize pressure on the
system as much as possible. Water samples confirmed that large
amounts of untreated human waste, from the area's bloated population and new industries, had made the river unfit for swimming
and toxic to marine life. 78
To make matters worse, city officials were unable to stop the
deluge. Reminiscent of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the
Gulf of Mexico, untreated sewage from the lift station continued
to dump into the Hillsborough and empty into the bay for months,
threatening residents living along the banks of the river and all
who dared go in or around the waterways.
Measured bacterial counts were reported to be 115 times above
the maximum limit allowable by state regulations one month after
the event began. "This is a serious health problem," Roger Stewart said, and some Tampans who came in contact with the river
reported ear, stomach, and other ailments. One riverside homeowner reported that his yard reeked like a septic tank. Ray Fleming, who lived by the river, told a reporter "what makes me so mad
is that government is hard on industry" for dumping waste into the
rivers, but now government was dumping "on their own whims."
Although Fleming's frustration is understandable, the critique
missed the mark. The local government did deserve a share of the
blame, but so did the growth industry, whose development projects
taxed the city's water and sewer systems since 1950. 79
In short order, finger pointing began. Elected officials criticized Roger Stewart, who had earlier called for a sewage hookup
moratorium, for failing to warn residents of the polluted river's
health hazards in a timely fashion. "Why did it take you two weeks?"
asked BOCC Commissioner Fran Davin. Stewart and EPC officials
argued that they took action as soon as they were made aware of
the problem's severity. The failure to alert the public of the spill
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in a timely manner ultimately cost Dr. John Neill, the head of the
county health deparunent, hisjob. 80
Residents asked how and why this happened, seeing as the
new sewage treaUnent plant was operational. Project coordinators
explained that although the plant was up and running, new sewage
infrastructure running to the plant had yet to be completed because
of funding delays. "We delayed a $24 million project because we
obviously wanted Uncle (Sam) to pick up three-fourths of the cost
instead of having the people of Tampa paying the full $24 million,"
said Tampa's director of sanitary sewers Jay Silliman when discussing portions of the necessary, but delayed, infrastructure. 81
Tampa received $18 million from the federal government for
new sewage lines, but funding and construction delays pushed the
project's completion back several years. The nation-wide urban
sewage infrastructure projects of the 1970s created backlogs for
sewage pipes and other necessary equipment. Like Tampa, other
booming southern cities were working to upgrade their sewer and
water facilities, which slowed construction and delayed funding.
Engineers pointed out that by the time of the spill some of the system's concrete pipes had shriveled dramatically, and that many of
the 80,000 pipes that connected homes to the sewage system were
mere pressed cardboard. When the spill erupted, the city was busy
laying new pipes, but the project was far from complete. 82
For the Hillsborough's and upper Tampa Bay's marine life
it was too late. Massive fish kills were reported in the lower and
middle river, and hundreds of dead fish littered its banks, as bacteria levels in upper Tampa Bay spiked. Senior EPC scientist Rick
Wilkins forecast that the heavy summer rains would make the problem worse, and he speculated it could take up to two years for the
river's marine life to regenerate. The spill decreased the river's oxygen to lethal levels.
"I would suspect that the discharge killed all the benthic invertebrates (animals that live on the bottom)," Wilkins said. ''You only
have to take oxygen away for one day and you've killed everything
80
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that lives there." County health officials warned that typhoid, hepatitis, and other maladies could inflict those failing to heed warnings to stay out of and away from the river and upper bay. 83 The
Tampa wastewater department reported that the problem would
not be fully remedied until new lines and pumping stations were
up and running, which would take months. 84
For nearly one year the river was off-limits to recreation. And
even after the no swimming signs were removed, experts continued
to warn that heavy rains might increase pollution to unsafe levels in
the Hillsborough and the upper Tampa Bay. "The [middle] river
should be safe to swim in now," declared an EPC official, as the
signs came down. But he added, "whenever we start getting our
summer rains" bacteria counts might go up. 85
From World War II to 1980 the Hillsborough River was a multipurposed waterway that steadily grew more polluted as greater
Tampa expanded. The river was the primary drinking water source
for the city during these decades, and was also heavily polluted by
a combination of dairy farms, factories, oil spills, and suburban
sewage and run-off. In short, during these years of rapid population growth, pollutants fouled the Hillsborough River water people
drank, canoed, fished, and in other ways utilized. This pollution
threatened their suburban American dream.
In response, environmental groups and advocates, most of
them suburbanites, fought for a cleaner Tampa watershed. Roger
Stewart, John Betz, Frank Neff, Jan Platt, Fran Davin, and other
government officials also picked up the environmental torch.
These activists, however, were unable to stem growth, in the short
term, for the sake of the environment. Instead, those who advocated for growth, even when it resulted in elevated water pollution
levels in the 1970s, won the political fight against environmentalists, and Hillsborough County continued its tremendous growth in
the 1970s.
Tampa-area environmental advocacy during this period, however, paved the way for a cleaner future. After 1980 pollution levels
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in the Hillsborough River and upper Tampa Bay began to decrease.
By 1981, Tampa's new sewage treatment facility was brought fully
online. This alleviated water pollution in the upper Tampa Bay,
and the facility was nominated for the Outstanding Civil Engineering Achievement Award. 86 The waters of the Hillsborough were
also improved, but were, and are, far from pristine.
The fight for the environmental health of the Hillsborough
has therefore continued, as has the river's multi-purposing. Tampa
still taps the Hillsborough for drinking water, canoeers still revel in
the natural beauty of Hillsborough River State Park, and the river
is still sullied by fecal matter and other pollutants, according to a
2016 study. And Hillsborough County has continued to grow. In
2010, the county's population topped 1.2 million.
Though the Hillsborough River is far less polluted today than
it was in the 1970s, environmentalists and groups like Environment
Florida are pressing for an even cleaner future for Hillsborough. 87
They are the latest contestants in the modern battle over Tampa's
signature river.
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